
For multiple JUNO Award-winner Stephen Fearing (solo artist and member of Blackie & 
the Rodeo Kings), both the writing and release of Blowhard Nation were influenced by 
anger, a keen sense of the absurd, dark humour, and a desire to help some of the people 
who get swept into the trash by right wing governments. 
 
Fearing penned the rocking anthem during a writing trip at a remote cabin in British 
Columbia, far from the madding crowd and cell towers. 
 
“I love the word blowhard - I imagine a man with a red face and neck rolling over the knot 
of his conservative tie. The last thing I saw before heading into the bush to write this batch 
of songs was the cover of a magazine featuring Donald Trump in full sneer. At that point it 
seemed inconceivable that such a loud-mouthed bully / con-artist could become the 
Republican nominee,” Fearing explains. 
 
“Like most Canadians, I’ve been listening to his campaign of lies, half-truths, and fear-
mongering and I’ve noticed this willingness to speak what’s been considered 
unacceptable in a presidential candidate until now. It’s illuminating to see how Trump’s 
message has made some truly vile people feel safe enough to come out into the open. 
 
My desire to write this song came from an instinctual reaction to the politics of hate and 
grew into a desire to express my belief that voting for Trump or Brexit or The National 
Front is voting for bedlam. On the surface, these candidates may appear to scratch the 
itch that has driven you crazy, but in the end they will claw you to death.” 

The form of Blowhard Nation was very much inspired by the music of Merle Haggard and 
the ‘everyman’ lyrical nature of his songs. 
  
“The beauty of country music is in the simplicity of form. This is how I wanted Blowhard 
Nation to sound; the idea of being plain-spoken informed the whole thing. Once the first 
chorus came to me I realized the song wanted to live in the realm of Up Against The Wall 
Redneck Mother. Imagine Merle Haggard covering Country Joe's Feel Like I’m Fixin’ To 
Die.” 
 
Originally scheduled to be an album cut from Fearing’s ninth solo album, Every Soul’s a 
Sailor, Blowhard Nation was moved to lead single after an overwhelming response from 
fans and media when he played the song publicly for the first time at the Stan Rogers Folk 
Festival in Nova Scotia. 
 
“I was just planning to give the StanFest audience a sneak peak at a couple of songs from 
the record and it was one of the first times I’d played Blowhard Nation in public. When I 
woke up the next morning, I was pleasantly surprised to find a bunch of emails from DJs in 
the US asking when the song was going to be released. I guess folks from the audience 
talked about it through social media and word started to spread.” 
 
By releasing the song early, Fearing hopes to contribute to the conversation about the 
potentially catastrophic global impact of a Trump presidency and use the song to try and 
help some of the people Trump is vilifying in his campaign. With this in mind, Fearing is 
donating his proceeds from the single to War Child, a charity which helps children in war-
affected areas through education, opportunity, and justice. 
 
“In February, Trump was asked about accepting Syrian refugee children into the US. His 
response was sickening, "I can look in their faces and say ‘You can't come'. I'll look them 
in the face.” Trump and his supporters have lost all sense of humanity. My hope is that we 
can generate funds to help the very people Trump and his ilk around the world have no 
problem turning away.” 
 
Blowhard Nation is the first single from Every Soul’s a Sailor (album available January 14, 
2017). Over the course of his celebrated career Stephen Fearing has collaborated with 
artists such as Shawn Colvin, Richard Thompson, Sarah McLachlan, Tom Wilson, Colin 
Linden, and Margo Timmins. When not working behind the microphone, Fearing spends 
his time teaching songwriting and producing, working on projects like Suzie Vinnick’s 
JUNO-nominated album Happy Here. 
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